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To All Sylvain "Elvis " Leduc Fans ,    
  

       
Just wanted to share our experience last weekend 

at the Elvis Festival in Quebec City.  
      

Although a much smaller group of twelve were 
competing at this Elvis Festival, they all had fine voices.  
However, Sylvain's stood out as being the most like the 

King's.       
 

There will be a presentation of trophies to the top three finalists.    
     

Sylvain looked sharp in his wheat suit, the light blue and yellow one. 
 

 

Performing for his fans being his passion, as usual he put 
everything into it.  He was a little under the weather but 

that did not stop him from beautifully working the stage 
and crowd as he does at all of his shows.    

Even when he made his appearance into the hall people 
began applauding and telling him how great he looked. 
       

The competition started at 10:00 A.M. with the first of 
twelve competitors performing.  

 
Unlike other festivals, they paired the twelve contestants 
into duos.  Each sang one song then performed another 

song together.  
      

Then the judges did their work, based on quite a few 
categories they scored the duos individually based on the 

total performance and one was eliminated, the other 
moving on to the finals.     
 

Sylvain was the fourth up and was paired with last year's 
winner Dario Roy. What a great way to start!   

    
Our boy sang "Hurt" one of Elvis's more difficult songs to 

sing, and yes he nailed it!  Wow! You guessed it, a long 
standing ovation.  
 

As a duet Dario and Sylvain sang "You Gave Me A Mountain"   
This was a first experience for both and they were without a 

doubt the best of the six duos.    
    



Sylvain was declared the winner of his duo and moved on to be one of the seven finalists.  
 

I said seven and not six finalists because the committee allowed the audience to vote in one of the six 
that had been eliminated. Dario Roy, Sylvain’s duo partner was the one voted back in.  

     
As the seventh and last performer up in the finals, Sylvain sang "I Can't Stop Loving You” and received 

another great ovation.  
 
Finally, Sylvain was declared the WINNER!   

 
A great time was had by all. To date he entered two Elvis 

Festival competitions and won them both.  First win in 
Lake George, New York and now in Quebec City.  

 
Jean-Phillipe Carpentier was the runner up and Dario Roy 
finished third.       

       
 

Don and Anita       

Thank you very much... 


